Abstract-Online knowledge resources contain answers to most of the information needs raised by clinicians in the course of care. However, barriers limit the use of these resources for decision-making, especially clinicians' lack of time. Existing solutions are less optimal when information needs cannot be met without substantial cognitive effort and time. Objectives: To assess the feasibility of automatically generating knowledge summaries for clinical topics composed of relevant sentences from Medline citations. Methods: We combine information retrieval and semantic information extraction techniques to produce knowledge summaries. We assessed this approach in two case studies. Results: A total of 515 out of 564 (91.3%) sentences in the two case studies were relevant. One third of these sentences described a conclusion that may be useful for decision-making. Conclusions: The proposed approach is promising. Future studies include extending the algorithms for other knowledge resources and information need types.
INTRODUCTION
Clinicians raise multiple questions in the course of care and most of these questions go unanswered. Although online health knowledge resources provide answers to most of these questions, barriers limit the use of these resources for decision-making. A critical barrier is that finding relevant information takes an amount of time and cognitive effort that is incompatible with the busy clinical workflow.
A promising approach to reduce those barriers is the automatic and context-sensitive summarization of multiple sources. In this study, we assessed the feasibility of automatically generating a knowledge summary comparing multiple treatment alternatives for a given health problem by extracting key sentences from Medline citations.
II. METHODS

A.
System Architecture Knowledge summaries are generated from a pipeline that includes the following steps: 1) Terms in the query for a clinical topic (e.g., treatment alternatives for Alzheimer's disease) are initially mapped to concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus using MedTagger [1] ; 2) relevant Medline citations are retrieved using an algorithm that attempts to emulate a search cascade that prioritizes stronger evidence (e.g., systematic reviews vs. individual randomized trials); 3) the SemRep [2] predication database is queried to retrieve the semantic predications of type 'TREATS' that are associated with the disease of interest; and 4) the TextRank algorithm [3] is used to select the most important sentences.
B. Case Study Evaluation
We assessed the output of the knowledge summary system on the treatment of two conditions: depression and Alzheimer's disease. Sentences retrieved by the system on each topic were independently rated by two physicians (GDF, RM) according to four attributes: (i) topic-relevant: describe treatment alternative(s) for the condition of interest; (ii) conclusive: statement about current state of knowledge or study conclusion; (iii) comparative: contrasts two or more treatment approaches; and (iv) contextuallyconstrained: context in which a treatment alternative is applicable (e.g., care setting, age).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 515 out of 564 (91.3%) sentences retrieved in the two case studies were relevant to the topic of interest, one third were conclusive, and 22% included contextual constraints. Overall, the two raters agreed on 80.3% of the ratings (kappa=0.78). The high relevancy may be due to the focus on retrieving high-quality clinical studies. The TextRank probability was not significantly different in relevant vs. non-relevant sentences, possibly due to the overall high relevancy of the output. Conclusive sentences were located closer to the end of the abstract than nonconclusive sentences (0.51 vs. 0.26; p < 0.00001) and may be a better method to select sentences for the knowledge summary.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed technical approach is promising and can be extended for other knowledge resources and information need types. Future studies include exploiting other semantic predictions to augment sentence metadata.
